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We are now in the middle of Easter week. The wonderful 

triumphal entry into Jerusalem but with billowing black 

clouds of trouble overhead. Then to the black day of history 

as the Perfect One is nailed to a cross. “And can it be that 

on a tree the Saviour died for me??” But we anticipate 

Sunday morning and finding the empty tomb – Glory! All 

told, this is the most important week in the Christian year. 

And this is the second Easter in a row that we have been 

denied meeting together. There are a few reasons why, but 

whatever you or I think about it, there is no question that 

the Enemy wishes to make mileage on this. There is 

spirituality woven all through our current situation.  

Interesting what Pope Francis said last week in his Palm 

Sunday message: “The Devil is taking advantage of the 

crisis to sow distrust, desperation and discord”, adding that 

the pandemic has brought physical, psychological, and 

spiritual suffering. 

So how should a Christian feel in this conflicted time – and 

this conflicted week? I’m reading Colossians in JB Phillips 

and in chapter one, Paul says: “…you are showing these 

qualities because you have grasped the hope reserved for 

you in Heaven…Wherever the gospel goes, it produces 

Christian character.” In other words, heaven impacts how 



we live here and now. I think of Jesus’ earthly ministry. He 

knew perfectly of the spiritual forces at work – he did battle 

with the Devil and confronted the hypocritical religious 

leaders – He knew they were circling looking for an opening 

to frame Him. But at the same time He enjoyed the little 

children and was approachable by sinners looking for 

freedom. In light of our eternity with Christ, shouldn’t we 

be the same way?   

I love what J.I. Packer said: “Hearts on earth may say in the 

course of a joyful experience, ‘I don’t want this ever to 

end.’ But invariably it does. The hearts of those in heaven 

say, ‘I want this to go on forever.’ And it will. There is no 

better news than this.” Our Encounter with the eternal 

informs how we behave in this life! 

 

Watch for the next podcast coming out on April 5.  In it I 

interview Terry Dyck who pastored an international church 

in the largest Muslim nation on the planet. How does the 

Holy Spirit work when we are muzzled? Don’t miss it. Also, 

if you didn’t hear my brother Laurie’s message last Sunday, 

you owe it to yourself to listen. It is preaching like this that 

brings revival. 

Drop me an email regarding your encounters with the Holy 

Spirit – thank you for those of you who have! 

HE IS RISEN!  HE IS RISEN INDEED. 

Pastor Leon 


